CPEC Projects, Chakdara Kalam Expressway 133 KM 4 Lane
Chakdara Kalam Expressway

In China Pakistan Economic Corridor CPEC the 3000 KMs long connectivity lines will connect Gawadar deep sea with kashgar, a city of Xinjiang autonomous region in China. Apart from this 3000 KMs rout, there would be numbers of routs and line to connect this main rout.

Chakdara Kalam Expressway is also the part of CPEC Project, Construction of 4 Lane Chakdara Kalam Expressway 133 km. It will linked with 81 km swat Motorway under developing kpk Consultanc services for Feasibility study and Detailed. Design for Construction of 4-Lane Expressway From Chakdara To Kalam- N 95 (133Km) allocated to Highest Ranked Bidder: M/s EA Consulting (Pvt.)Ltd. (Lead Firm) in JV with M/s Partners in Development (PID). The proposed project is located in Swat valley, KP Province. The proposed Expressway will connect the Nowshera – Chitral Road (N-45) with kalam town. Expressway starts form Chakdara to terminated at Kalam town while passing through Fatehpur Mingora and Bahrain towns.

The swat valley is famous for its scenic and natural beauty. It is a main attraction for the local and international tourists. Many historical and world famous archaeological sites of Gandhara Civilization are also located in this area. Tourism in this area will be improve. And hope that infrastructure will develop and will bring prosperity for the region.

Route Map for the Chakdara Kalam Expressway is starting from Karnal Sher Khan exchange To Chakdara. Six Planned interchanges are there in this expressway, Dobian Interchange, Islamia Interchange, Bakhshali Interchange, Katlang Interchange, Palai Interchange and Chakdara Interchange.
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CPEC Western Route:D I Khan Islamabad Motorway is also Under
ITC UMT, According to a report, three major hydropower projects, including the Karot station, have been included in the #CPEC. 
https://www.facebook.com/ITC.UMT/
CPEC

Swat motorway tunnel in progress.
Tunnel update!
535 m by FWO and 210 m by Chinese. Total work done = 745m/1250 m
How to find cutting length of reinforcement in BBS. and how many formulas are used?
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Shimla hill tunnel,
E35 Hazara Motorways Hassanabdal-Havelian-Thakot,

The construction work of Hassanabdal-Havelian Motorway, commonly known as Hazara Motorway, is in full swing, and it would become operational at the end of this year.

The 20 kilometer Package-I, starts from Burhan and ends at Jarikas and the 20 kilometer Package-II starts from Jarikas and ends at Sarai Saleh. He said the construction work of Sarai Saleh-Havelian section started late but now it
CPEC: 180 km Hazara Motorway E-35 under construction. 40 km will be completed in August 2017. Hassan abdal Havelien Motorway (60 Km) will be completed in Dec 2017.
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